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look ye up to the everlasting
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hills"
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At the end of many a motor trail there
are heights like these--imposing,
rricrje sfio,
inspiring.
The rocky slopes shown in
the picture are the walls of the fam.ous
Chimney
at Katahdin.

T.EREIS STILLTIMEto complete many urgent road
projects before cold weather and snow make road work
County Road No. 550, Marquette County,
Michigan." Tarvia-B" treated gravel.

difficult. The Tarvia organization is at your service •••
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trained Tarvia field men.
With
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and

meet every need for highway construc-

tion, repair or maintenance.
With a great fleet of efficient Tarvia distributors
manned

by skilled operators to assure

satisfactory

application of the Tarvia on the job.

If you have last-minute surface treatments, repair
work or new construction to finish, take advantage of
Barrett's unmatched facilities to help you solve your
problems. A 'phone call, wire or letter to our nearest
office will bring the Tarvia field man.
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Dragon Super Cement." is a super cement in more respects than that of high
early strength. It also produces high
ullimate strength concrete, extra hard concrete, watertight concrete, and concrete
more resistant to acids, alkalis, sea
water, sulphur water, and other forms
of severe exposure.

100 YEARS EXPERIENCE

....

The Lawrence Portland Cement Company, manufacturers
of DR A GO N
Super Cement, is the heritage of a
business which commenced activities
with the manufacturer
of natural
cement in 1832.

*Trade Mark Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

But that is not all ... Before hardening, Dragon Super Cement mixtures
are unusually plastic, and remain plastic for an extended period for a rapid
hardening cement. Because of this fealure no admixtures are required to facilitate placement in thin sections conlaining closely spaced reinforcing, to
prevent segregation in transportation
by truck or thru chutes, or to obtain
the maximum results in finishing.
Dragon Super Cement, despite these
additional features, costs no more than
other high early strength portland Cf'ments. Try it on your next job.

LAWRENCE PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY
Manufacturers
75 FEDERAL

of Dragon Portland
STREET, BOSTON

~ ~ MILLS AT THOMASTON,

Cement

J or

rnore than

40 years
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Children should be seen and not hurt.

i

"

Shoe leather is an excellent substitute for gasoline.
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A horse-fly sitting on the radiator of a truck is indeed a pathetic sight.
---And speaking of highways, we note a contemporary has just discovered that a
fork in the road is often used for a spoon.

Whetheror not prosperity'sjust around the corner may be a subject for argument, hut you can bet your boots that

01' Man Winter isn't far off.

We're interestedin everything,in all sectionsof the State, pertainingto high-

=

ways. Because of certain limitations, however, we can't be everywhere.
We hope
our readers will keep us informed with any highway bits of interest. Short items
are often more informative than long ones.
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I\ 11 important event, as regards highway matters, will be held from the fourteenth
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Lo the nineteenth of this month in Washington, D. C.: the Eighteenth Annual session
of the American Association of State Highway Officials. Members of the Maine State
Highway Department are serving on several of the Committees of this Association and
will doubtless be in attendance at the meeting.

--Speaking of trucks et cetera: We recently read that commercial use of highways has become so much a part of the nation's transportation system that commercial vehicles now pay more than a fourth of all motor vehicle taxes. The demand
for quick, direct delivery, it is reported, recently led the railroads, through the Railway Express Agency, to establish inter-city express trucking service between Milwaukee, Chicago and South Bend. It is felt that this activity may become national
in scope.
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, And ~odw,dju(fst as we're .abo1ul to shak) e tfhehdust o~ our hh.eehls and call it a dahy,
we re remm e
or no particu ar reason o t e promment 1g way contractor w o
went to the doctor requesting treatment of a bad ankle. Following a short examina-
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Benefit To The State As a IDhole ls First
Consideration in Planning Road Projects
By FRANK A. PEABODY
Chairman, Maine Highway Commission
(The following abstract is taken from
A. Peabody, Chairman of the state
delivered on the occasion of the annual
Assessors and Maine Municipal Officers
Editor.)

I

the address of Hon. Frank
Highway Comrnl ssion, as
meeting of the State Tax
associations', in October.-

In order to spend so much money and do it economically, we must have an organization and, if I do say
it, we have one of the most efficient and capable organizations to be found in any State-and it is so recognized by
the Federal Government.

T IS perhaps useless to refer to the geography of
Maine-probably you are familiar with its area-its
population-its lakes and hills and you may be
There should be only three classes of roads: Primary,
acquainted with its road system of 23,104 miles-7% of
secondary
and town roads. But in whatever class, no
which may be included in a Federal System.
road
should
ever be improved to an extent in excess of
You can no doubt picture a bird's eye view of your
home city or town and see its roads and principal
its earning capacity; the return to the public, in
streets. . . Now please take a short trip
the form of economic transportation, is the
sole measure of the worth of such imwith me in an airship-let us go up high
enough so that we can see the whole
provement.
When an artist paints a picture,
State and visualize the net work of
when anyone plans a building or
highways-note the resemblance
other work of importance, he
to the human skeleton: the State
must visualize in his mind the
H i g h w a y s representing the
backbone or frame work of
finished product. So we of
the Commission, in order to
the system with the State Aid
plan and work intelligently,
and 3rd Class roads as
must look at the State as a
feeders. Note the important
whole; note the important
centers and the density of
centers and the density of
traffic.
traffic, and then formulate a
The State Highways or
primary roads of 2,317 miles
program to fit conditions
pass through or into towns
with a view to connecting the
and cities with over 85 % of
different sections of the State
the population and 90}'i of the
into a system that will eventuvaluation of the State and the
ally bring the State Highways,
secondary system into every vilState Aid and 3rd Class Roads
lage or hamlet.
into a correlated whole.
Our primary roads are built of conTo succeed then: Have a system,
crete-bituminous
macadam and tar
plan your work, and work your plan.
surfaced gravel-so that the whole is either
This is perhaps easier said than done for
hard surfaced (where traffic requires it) or black
in many cases politics try to take a hand and the
top.
consequence is delay, uncertainty and
FRANK
A.
PEABODY
plenty of newspaper notoriety. EveryIn building this primary system the
CHAIRMAN, MAINE
HIGHWAY
COMMISSION
one knows how to build roads and on
State incurred a bonded debt and
while we of the Commission are responsible for the no subject can one get so much advice!
We all know too many things about roads which are
expenditure of about $15,000,000 a year, it does not all
go into new road work. About 10% goes for interest and not so, and many of our highway ideas are years behind
the times. For instance, the statement: All roads wear
maturity of bonds; 35% for State highways and bridges;
out and the enormous sums invested thus becomes a
30% for State aid, 3rd class and special resolves; 20%
for maintenance and 5% for administrative and miscel- capital loss.
(Continued on page 19)
laneous expenses.
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Ileuz Bridge at brunsuack- Topsham
An· Important Link
ITH the completion and opening to traffic this
season of the Frank J. Wood Bridge crossing the
Androscoggin River between Brunswick and
Topsham, another decided improvement has been added
to Maine's transportation system.
For several years prior to 1931 the old steel bridge
between these towns has been unsatisfactory for the
steadily increasing volume of traffic passing over Route
201 which starts at the Canadian border above Jackman,
joining Route 1 in Brunswick. The bridge trusses were
very light and in many places portions of the original
members had been entirely eaten away by rust.
One of the two traffic lanes was occupied by the tracks
of a street railway and this made traveling very difficult

W

'I'lic Frank J. 1ro0c7 Bridge crossing

the Androscoggin

when a car was on the bridge. The heavy travel caused
the maintenance of the plank flooring to be an expensive
item.

A Difficult Undertaking
In working out a scheme for reconstruction the old
location presented many difficulties: the maintaining of
traffic, improvement of the alignment and reduction of
the grade on the Brunswick end. The new bridge is located upstream from the old site and the grade and
alignment were greatly improved.
The street railway
tracks are in the center of the new bridge with provision
for traffic on each side.
The work on the substructure was started in June,
1931. The abutments and piers were completed and after
the placing of the approach fill, work on this portion' of
the project was suspended in November.
The steel
superstructure was started in October and completed in
February of this year. In April, work was resumed on
the concrete portion and the bridge was entirely completed in August.
Page Eight

The task of bridging the Androscoggin at this point
was not an easy undertaking. A dam crosses the line of
the bridge twice and much work had to be done in the
quick water below the dam. It was a difficult place for
cofferdam and pier construction, and also difficult for
erection of falsework for the steel.

Details of Structure
The bridge consists of two mass concrete piers and two
abutments with superstructure of three thru steel truss
spans. The two southerly spans are each 310 feet in
length and the northerly span is 175 feet in length. The
long spans were used so that but one pier had to be
located below the dam.

Ricer

beturceu Bruneioick and T'opsluun, on Route '201

The roadway crossing the bridge is of concrete, 30 feet
in width and there is a sidewalk 5 feet in width. This
same width of roadway and sidewalk was carried
throughout the length of the approaches.
The length of the bridge structure is 800 feet and the
entire project, including approaches, 2,432 feet.
The substructure, approach work and concrete slab on
the bridge was built by The Southern New England Contractor's Supply Company, New London, Connecticut.
The steel superstructure was fabricated and erected by
The Boston Bridge Works. Andrew Adams was Resident
Engineer for the State Highway Commission, and Charles
A. Whitten had charge of the inspection of the steel
erection. Angus D. MacDonnell, Arvo Solander, Fred V.
Overlock, Charles F. Savage and Henry J. Pelletier were
other Engineers and Inspectors who at various times were
employed on the work.
At the request of the towns of Topsham and Brunswick,
the State Highway Commi sion named the bridge for Mr.
Frank J. Wood of Topsham, who did much in promoting
the new location.

And How Iflaine's Hiqhuiau Officials,
Responsible For Keeping Open Thousands Of miles Of
Road" Plan liJdr On
• or man Winter
'

0

and weather prognosticators) doesn't furnish any snow
calendars! She lays her mantle of white as a pleasant
surprise quite frequently-and if she had too much mince
pie before retiring, she's apt to rip things royally for the
next few days. A nice ol' gal-but temperamental at
times.
The Personnel and Supervisors

HILE you were earning your daily bread in the
hot days of the past Summer, waiting for
"quitting time" that you might get a chance to
slip out to some nearby lake for a cool plunge, just what
do you suppose Maine's highway officials were studying
and planning?
You'd hardly believe it, but during the period when the
thermometer gets up to where the stock market ought to
be, a detail of Maine's road officials annually swelters on
the subject:
How to keep the highways open to traffic,
free of snow and ice, in the coming Winter months!
Ridiculous?
Seems so, doesn't it? But it's a factand a mighty essential one.
The approach of Winter is no longer a signal, a warning, to "dig in" with a supply of food, clothing and fuel,
to await the coming of Spring. The advent of the automobile, and a hundred and one other things, brought a
new demand, and today we are decidedly dependent,
from both the viewpoints of business and our general
health and welfare, on open winter roads. We must
have them!

W

A

Big Job

Every cold season several thousand miles of Maine's
highways await the scratching of their back by giant
plows, following every snowstorm.
Last year the combine of State and Municipal officers kept clear, for the
convenience and comfort of natives and visitors, more
than Len thousand miles of road. The cost was $42.65
per mile and every nickel of it was put into circulation in
our own State; most of it in proportionate amounts in the
towns and cities where the work was carried on.
To carry on this work, a vast amount of care, study
and planning is necessary-and it can't be put off, for
Mother Nature (with due apologies to various almanacs

The "snow work," as is generally known, as all Highway activities, is carried on under the direction of the
State Highway Commission.
It is grouped, however,
under the Maintenance Division, the Superintendent of
which division is A. J. Wiggin. Others of his office
personnel are John Church, Assistant Superintendent;
Gertrude Drake, Chief Clerk; Eleanor Sager, Roger Williams, Annie Brown, Mildred Eastman, Helen Sprague,
Madeline De Grandy and Beatrice Varney.
A corps of State Supervisors, located in various
specified districts, serve as the link between State and
Municipal officers making it possible, therefore, to carry
on this work with a close personal knowledge of the
problems of the respective communities.
Upon these supervisors the Maintenance department
depends, to a large degree, for the accomplishment of this
work without misunderstandings or other complications.
It is necessary for these men to have a thorough knowledge of the Snow Removal Law and to be able to interpret and discuss the features of this law with the
municipal officers, or others interested, at any time.
Law Relating To Snow Removal

The law relating to snow removal
amended by P. L. 1931) is as follows:

(R. S. 1930 as

Sec. 52. State highway commission may on petition lay out winter routes to be cleared of snow.
1927, C.· 227, § I.
1929, C. 206, § I.
193 r, C. 23 I, § I.
The commission, on petition of the municipal officers
of two or more towns through which extends a continuous state or state aid highway or town way. may
from year to year lay out winter routes over such
state or state aid highways or town ways as in their
judgment seem advisable for the clearance of snow
(Continued on page 20)
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Hiqhuxrq Funds For Hiqhuiau Purposes
~n Objective Of Tleui Organization

I

+
~ssociation of Tleui Englanders Seeks
To Prevent Undue Tax Burdens
Upon The Motorist

A

N organization to be known as the Highway
Taxpayers Association of New England, Inc., was
formed during the past month and papers filed for
incorporation under the provisions of Chapter 180 of the
General Laws of Massachusetts.
The officers of the Association are as follows:
Thomas J. Spellman, president; John H. Smith, vice
president; Frederick Hoitt, treasurer and secretary; Albert T. Rhodes, managing director.
The Directors:
Harry F. Stoddard, manager Boston
Automobile Club; John H. Smith, president of the Motor
Truck Club of Massachusetts, Inc., Harold L. Bond,
president of the Bond Company; John E. Tate, of the
Portland Cement Association; George A. Montague, past
president of the Massachusetts State Engineers' Association, Inc.; Charles F. Knowlton, vice president of the
New England Road Builders Association; Thomas J.
Spellman, chairman of the Associated Petroleum Industries Committee of Massachusetts; Albert T. Rhodes,
president of the Massachusetts Highway Association;
Russel A. Harmon, agent of the National Surety Company, and Frederick Hoitt, secretary of the New England
Road Builders Association.
According to the announcement, steps are being taken
for the forming of an Advisory Committee and State
Committees in the several New England States.
Purposes Of Organization
As listed in the articles of agreement, the purposes of
the organization are:
"To employ all lawful means to encourage the continuation of the use of all money received from taxation
of fuel used to propel motor vehicles to the maintenance,
construction and reconstruction of highways; to promote
and assist in furtherance of all measures that will insure
the use of the motorists' tax for the purposes usually
understood they are levied for and to use every legal
means to prevent undue tax burdens upon motor vehicle
owners; and to study and sponsor sane, economical and
constructive methods of expending the funds derived
from the motor fuel taxes and motor vehicle taxes and,
insofar as legal, to use every means to have the motorists' taxes properly expended.
"To act as a clearing house for the collection and dissemination to its members and to the public of informaPage Ten
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T 0 Studq And Sponsor methods
Of Expending Fuel Tax Tlloneq,
State Committees To Be Formed

I
tion concerning present and proposed legislation m the
New England states affecting motor vehicle and motor
fuel taxation.
"To act as an agency for coordinating as far as practicable the activities of its members in carrying out the
purposes of this corporation.
"To co-operate with other organizations in New England, with those of other states, and with those national in
their scope, the aims and objects of which organizations
are similar to those of this corporation.
"Generally to do all such things as are incidental or
conducive to the attainment of the above objects, or any
of them.
"Any object specifically set forth in any part of this
certificate shall in no wise limit or restrict, by inference
or otherwise, any other object herein set forth."
Has A «Necessary Place»
"The formation of this new organization," states The
Nerba, voice of the New England Road Builders Association, "results from the ripening of what has been a growing feeling on the part of many that have a vital concern
in highway affairs that such an organization has a
necessary place in the scheme of things under conditions
that have been developing.
"To set up the new organization," The Nerba continues, "has appeared to those interested in it to be the
most feasible way to coordinate certain efforts of the
several existing organizations that have pledged their cooperation in its contemplated work. It is in line with
similar action in other sections of the country.
The
Highway Taxpayers Association of New England, Inc.,
is not a branch or side issue of any existing organization.
While receiving cooperation and support from various
existing organizations, it is not dominated nor is it controlled by any single existing organization.
It is designed to advance the interests of all cooperating organizations and their members in matters that are within the
scope of its purposes."
No Dues or Assessments
The by-laws of the new association provide that there
shall he no dues or assessments against any member, it
is stated, necessary financial support to be derived from
(Continued

on Page 22)
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MAINE HIGHWAYS

To Place Tab lets On UJaldo,., Hancock Bridge
The two plaques, which fittingly describe the award
N Thursday, November 10, formal exercises will be
of
the Institute and serve as material evidence of the
held at the Waldo-Hancock bridge, the occasion
beauty
and strength of the Waldo-Hancock bridge, are to
marking the unveiling of plaques from the Amerbe set, respectively, on the two main towers. They are
ican Institute of Steel Construction, which has recognized
of stainless steel, made to withstand all weather.
the Maine structure as the most beautiful steel bridge
The unveilconstructed in
,
ing
ceremonies
America,
in
will
be mark1931, costing
ed by brief
less than a
addresses b y
million do 1various of the
lars.
officials in atRepresentatendance.
tives of the
AnnounceState and of
ment to the
Robin
son &
effect that this
Steinman, conwidely coveted
sulting enginaward
had
eers, of New
come to the
York, who had ·
W a 1 do-Hancharge of the
The w atdo-Honcoctc Bridge
c o c k bridge,
conducting of
surveys, the drawing of designs and the construction of was first made just a few days prior to the formal dedication of the bridge, the past June. The tablets were prethe bridge, will be present for the exercises, in addition
to the officials from the American Institute of Steel Con- pared during the Summer and the date of their unveiling
recently decided upon.
struction.

O
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The Roadside Beautiful A Tllodern Demand
HERE are very few people who at one time or another do not give some consideration to the subject
of highway beautific<l:tion.
In popularity, one might almost say that this subject
is second only to "weather" and "business."
Many of the,
S t a t e s have 1
t a k e n active
measures, with
r e a 1 results,
toward
the
beautifying of
t h e i r respective roadsides.
In Maine, one
finds a real interest, both on
the part of the
State Highway
Baxter Boulevard,
in Portland,
sldrting
ci vVild
C o m m ission
and the general public, especially women's clubs, but
very little authority. It would appear evident that some
legislative body, in the not too distant future, will be
called upon to place definite authorization in behalf of
the work of beautifying the roadside and to set aside an
appropriation for this purpose.

T

The situation in Maine, however, in the opinion of
many, is rather unique. In not a few instances, in this
State, the people build the highways while Nature takes
care of the beautification features to a marked degree.
And, that Mother Nature certainly does a striking job is
borne
out
. from a day's
drive, through
a 1 most
any
section
in
p r a c t i call y
any season.
From this
viewpoint, i t
seems that we
are indeed
fortunate
in
our geographical location.
Truck: Sanctuary,
is an attraction
for our motorists
While t h e
members of the Maine Highway Commission have
little if any authority in this matter, they, nevertheless,
have made an effort to note roadside beautification work,
as carried on elsewhere, whenever opportunity has
presented itself. The Commissioners report exception-

(Continued on page 22)

<The Hiqhtoau and Building
Congress Covers Broad Scope
Federal Census Provides Figures on Employment
And Business Volume
By CHAS. M. UPHAM, General Chairman, Committee
on Arrangements
HE scope of the construction industry which will be
represented by those attending the Highway and
Building Congress the week of January 16th
next at Detroit, may be understood by an analysis of
available Federal Census figures. The congress, as has
been announced, means a pooling of the collective intelligence of the various branches of the entire industry in the
creation of a common program which should go far
toward restoring construction to normal. It is the belief of the leaders of the twenty-two national associations
now enrolled as participants in the Congress that the
concerted program upon which they have launched will
result, in time, in giving the construction industry even
a larger place than it has ever held before in the economic structure of the nation.
The latest census data to show the normal economic
stature of construction activities relate to the year 1929
for which the business volume of the industry is shown
to be in excess of $6,000,000,000 and the industry's
average direct employment is given as 828,772. At the
peak of the construction season the figures show that as
many as 1,031,000 persons were employed.
On the basis of two men employed in the preparation
of materials and equipment used in construction for
everyone engaged in actual building activities, the industry gives then direct and indirect employment to more
than 2,650,000 workers in normal times. Further, estimating at least two non-workers dependent upon each
worker the average number of persons whose welfare
rests upon construction activities is as great as 7,950,000
-almost 8,000,000 or 1 out of every 15 persons in the
United States. Due to the diversity of construction and
the wide spread sources of materials and equipment
which must he prepared for its operations, these workers
and their families are located at every end of the nation
and their welfare is of concern to the entire population.

T

Payroll Nearly Million and a Half
The direct payroll of the construction forces exclusive
of salary workers totaled $1,467,541,000 according to the
1929 Census report. These statistics include however
only the returns from 30,507 operating organizations
whose annual business volume exceeded $25,000.
Page Twelve

Materials consumed in this last normal year by contracting firms doing more than $25,000 a year in business aggregated $2,055,000,000 in value. In the cost of
the raw materials the labor expense is the largest single
item, establishing this as one of the largest and most
important sources of indirect employment provided by
highway and building construction enterprise.
Equipment owned by 26,718 of the firms with an
annual volume of $25,000 or more is valued in the Government tables at more than $407,039,000 with the new
equipment investment for the year totaling $105,000,000.
Even the figure which shows a volume of more than
$6,000,000,000 for those firms surveyed, a total of which
partially reflects the industry's contribution to the national wealth, does not reveal the full scope of construction. For one thing it does not include the operations of 113,000 small construction concerns whose
annual business volume was inadequate to bring them
within the scope of the survey. A still larger part of the
aggregate enterprise which is not reflected in the figures
used is that involved in the activities of states, counties,
municipalities, railroads, public utilities and other public and private agencies which undertake construction
work with their own personnel.
A knowledge of the basic scope of the industry clearly
indicates the vital importance of the Highway and Building Congress.
It is not anticipated, of course, that the industry will
be immediately restored to its potential stature as reflected in the figures quoted above. By the same token
however, leaders of the participating organizations do
not look upon those data as representing a maximum
achievement which cannot be exceeded in the future.

The Participating Associations
The participating associations include the following
eleven associations which have announced their intention
of taking part since the initial meeting.
American Institute of Steel Construction
American Motorists Association
American Society of Mechanical Engineers
(Continued on page 24)
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Hiqhuisu Commission's Letter Covers
Qieneral Details Of Snow Removal UJork
HE following letter, in part, having to do with the
details of this coming Winter's snow removal work,
was recently sent to Municipal Officers by the
State Highway Commission:

T

Due to a general readjustment of rates for most types
of equipment it seems necessary that a revision be made
in the allowable rates for plowing equipment.
Accordingly a new schedule of rates per hour for motor driven
equipment has been prepared for the coming season.
This schedule of rates, that include grease, oil, gasoline,
and operator, which will be allowed municipalities for
their trucks and tractors with snow plow equipment is
as follows (Rating of tractors and trucks to be based on
manufacturers ratings and not to include the weight of
plowing equipment).
Type and Size of Equipment

21/z ton tractors excepting Fordsons $3.25.
5 ton
tractors $4.00.
6 ton tractors $5.00.
10 ton tractors
$6.25.

11/z
2
21/z
3
31/z
5

ton
ton
ton
ton
ton
ton

trucks
trucks
trucks
trucks
trucks
trucks

Pneumatic
Tires
...........
$1.50
2.00
...........
2.25
...........
3.25
...........
3.75
...........
. . . . . . . . . . . 4.00

Pneumatic All
Wheels Driven
............
.
.

$2.25
2.50
4.00
4.50
5.50

For motor driven equipment not listed the Commission
will establish a rate.
Snow Fence

We believe that snow fence is a good investment and
earnest! y recommend the use of same. In making up the
joint expense of snow removal a rental charge of .04c per
foot is allowable and chargeable against the joint fund.
You will note that this rental rate is above that allowed
in past seasons. This is increased for the purpose of
covering the erection and dismantling of this fence, and
with the belief that considerable confusion will be
avoided by the elimination of payrolls covering these
erection and dismantling charges.
Overloading

During past seasons we experienced
considerable
trouble which in some instances was due to lack of
adequate equipment and experienced operators and delay

in starting work after beginning of storms. It is to the
advantage of both the municipality and the state to employ adequate equipment that is adapted to this work and
to limit the mileage to be handled by each piece of equipment, that no unit may be overloaded.
Arrangements
also should be made to start equipment after two or three
inches of snow has accumulated, if it appears that the
storm is to continue, and operate the same continuously
until all roads are proper 1 y cleared.
Width

of Improved

Roads

Improved roads should be maintained not less than sixteen feet wide or may be extended to the width of metal
surface if in the judgment of the Commission this is required, unimproved highways fourteen feet wide. Reimbursement will be made on roads plowed by motor
equipment only in accordance with these widths and so
maintained the entire winter.
Many washouts have occurred during heavy rains and
while the snow is leaving in the spring on account of the
snow shoulders not being pushed back beyond the highway ditch ...
The supervisor, together with Municipal Officers, or
their representatives, should go over the roads to ascertain whether snow can be removed satisfactorily, and in
accordance with the width as specified above. The mileage to be cleared of snow should be carefully measured
and carefully checked that misunderstanding so far as it
is possible be avoided. This should be done if possible
before snow removal work commences .
Yours very truly,
FRANK A. PEABODY,
WILLIS E. SWIFT,
EDWARD E. FARNSWORTH,

State
Highway
Commission

Dangerous Roads Are The Smooth Boulevards
Roads that are really dangerous often show the best accident record, it is indicated in recent studies reaching the
Automobile Club of Southern California. On the other
hand, frequent! y the wide, straight, smooth boulevards
which seem to be ideal for safety are really death traps.
This seeming paradox is explained by the fact that a
motorist is in his greatest danger when he thinks he is
absolutely safe. If a road presents obvious hazards, motorists drive with care. On the contrary, if a road seems
safe, drivers relax all precautions and often attempt to
drive too fast into hidden death traps located at intersections, the report says.-Arizona Highways.

Wraiths

of Adventurers
Haunt Maine's Old Forts
By VICO C. ISOLA, Executive Secretary,
Maine Development Commission

NDIANS brandishing tomahawks, British marines
swinging cutlasses, Jesuit missionaries fingering
rosary beads, Colonial troopers bearing flintlock
muskets on their shoulders, trappers, pioneers,-all
appear in a romantic procession of memory figures as one
tours the roads leading to Maine's ancient forts.
To visit these historic military strongpoints is to summon from the mists of the past wraiths of some of the
most interesting characters in Maine's fascinating story.
Out of the gray pages of history they seem to step, these
intrepid adventurers, as the tourist treads the lawns that
once were battle fields and parade grounds.

I

The entire state and particularly its great coast line of
2500 miles is full of spots of historic interest. But for
the purposes of our tour this month we are going to start
at Augusta and Fort Western, which was built as a trad-

ing post in 1754. This fort was completely restored in
1921 and presented, by Mr. Guy P. Gannett and Mr.
William H. Gannett, to the city of Augusta. It contains
much of interest, and was from here that Colonel Benedict Arnold started on his ill fated trip to Quebec.
Leaving Augusta on route 201, "The Arnold Highway," we follow the east shore of the Kennebec through
the beautiful rolling hills of Kennebec county. In Winslow, near the junction of the Sebasticook and Kennebec
rivers, stands the block house which is all that is left of
Fort Halifax, built in 1754, by Governor Shirley of
Massachusetts, this being the last line of forts on the
Kennebec river built as defenses during the French and
Indian wars.
From here we turn southeastward on route 137 to
China and pass through that lovely little elm shaded
colonial village, here we take route 138 to South China
along the hills overlooking China lake, one of our many
outstanding lake views in the state. At South China we
turn eastward on route 132 through Palermo by Palermo
pond and St. George's pond to Liberty. In Liberty we
strike southward on route 220 through Washington to
Waldoboro.
In Waldoboro we turn southwestward on No. 1, "The
Atlantic Highway," through Nobleboro where stands a
granite shaft in memory of Colonel Arthur Noble, who
served under Sir William Pepperell at Louisburg to New
Castle and Damariscotta.
The half mile above these
villages on either side of the river are extensive piles of
oyster shells, whose origin in a sense is prehistoric. It
seems most likely that these old shell heaps were ages
in gathering and were formed by the Indians at
rendezvous year after year.
Out of Damariscotta routes 129 and 130 take us to
Pemaquid.
Pemaquid and the peninsula on which it
rests has been the theatre of intrigue and treachery has
echoed to the thunder of cannon and has heard the warwhoop of the Indians. Who knows but what it has
witnessed the landing of the Norseman at some time or
other. Pemaquid was undoubtedly settled between 1622
and 1625. In the latter year the first deed in America
given by Indians was made at Pemaquid when the Sagamore chief, Samoset, sold John Brown the land comprising the present towns of Bristol, South Bristol, and
Damariscotta. The reproduction of Fort William Henry
stands on the approximate spot of the original fort built
m 1692 by Sir William Phips. This fort was destroyed
(Continued on page 24)
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the events of hundreds of thousands of years, we discover
HE relatively large half-barren areas within the
that
the chapter begins with the Ice Age, a period which
State of Maine consisting of deposits of fine grained
was
concluded only tens of thousands of years ago.
sand, and supporting only a well nigh valueless
Throughout
the intervening ages, land uplifts and subgrowth of shrub oak, grey birch, red pine, and blueberry
sidences
took
place and the northeastern portion of the
bushes which, in accord with a Maine practice, we decontinent
was
raised
high above its preexisting (Paleozoic
scribe as "Plains" or "Plains Land" and commonly
and
Mesozoic)
elevation,
thereby rendering possible the
designated by a local name, for example, "Oxford
formation
of
an
ice
covering
of great depth.
Plains," "Naples Plains," "Hardscrabble," etc., possess
W h i 1 e the complete
in their origin a story that
burying
of Maine and the
is both interesting and inMr. Edwards, the
adjoining states and provstructive but by no means
author of this article,
inces is a remarkable
new, for upon printed
was for several years
event, it is an altogether
page its age exceeds that
Bridge Engineer in
natural one. Snow is as
the State of Maine
of the S t a te h o o d of
Highway Department.
natural as rain and its
Maine, while in survey
Four years ago he
accumulation
and
and map records it has
resigned his position
solidification
into
glaciers
existed for more than a
MR.
EDWARDS
to become Research
which flow in ice masses
half of a century. These
Engineer for the Bureau of Public Roads in
over the earth's surface
Washington,
where he is located at the
c o n s t i t u t e only the
present time.
involves the same climatic
scientists' edition for the
relations today as existed
original narrative - t h e
surface tear and plow from it rock masses which are
original narration-is only a portion of a chapter in the
transported within and beneath them to other locations
history-story of mother earth in the making, and, like the
and in transit these become crushed and ground into
chapters that precede, is imprinted upon and within the
boulders, gravels, sands and clays. While a portion of
enduring rock of the hills and valleys by Time, the never
this accumulation of solid material may be deposited to
tiring annalist of all the eras.
in the Ice Age. Furthermore, they produce now as
Just here it is proper to note that the third chapter prethen the same physical changes of earth surfaces
ceding that in which we are specially interested, contains
by
abrasive and erosive action.
Glaciologists, who
the record of events and happenings within the Paleozoic
have
studied
the
story
of
the
glacial
period
in Maine and
Era and includes that episode, the Carboniferous Age-a
other
New
England
states,
hold
the
opinion
that the ice
period tens of millions of years ago having tropical
sheet
was,
in
general,
not
less
that
4,000
to
5,500
feet in
climatic conditions with an abundant vegetation and
depth.
With
reference
to
Mount
Washington,
Prof.
C. H.
jungle-like areas that produced material for the coal
Hitchcock,
Geologist
of
New
Hampshire,
stated
(1874)
measures of the entire world which are now immeasurably
that on its north slope glacial drift had been discovered
valuable sources of heat, light, and power. Furthermore,
at an elevation of 5,800 feet above the sea.
within this same era (Paleozoic) the limestone formations
This indicates that its summit protruded 430 feet above
of Aroostook and Knox, the slates of Piscataquis and the
the
ice sheet and was, therefore, the only elevation left
sandstones of Washington counties were produced.
uncovered in New England. George T. Jackson, Geologist
The Quaternary Period
to the State of Maine, in his second report ( 1838) states
that he had found rounded boulders and glacial scratches
Passing now to the chapter, the Quaternary Period,
upon the topmost portions of "Mount Ktaadin." This
which incidentally is that in which we live and is, there(Continued on page 26)
fore, incomplete, although Time has jotted down therein
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Covered bridges, common on country highways m
many sections of the United States a generation or two
ago, have virtually vanished. Recently the New World
has raised the question, Why were covered bridges
covered? In its zeal to find the answer the World has
gone researching, studying musty engineering books and
consulting bridge-building experts. Yet it remarks sadly in a recent editorial, "We can't say that our researches
have turned up anything very satisfactory in the way of
an explanation."
No wonder!
Its researches dealt with questions of
preventing snow from collecting on the structure, of
protecting bolts and rods from rusting, and such uninteresting and inconsequential details. We frankly are
surprised at the line of investigations followed by the
World. Why research? Any country boy can tell in
a jiffy why bridges were covered.
They kept the thick, cool dust dry so that it was soft
on the boy's bare feet and "squoozed" easily and pleasant! y between the toes when he scuffed through it.
By excluding the rain they preserved for more than
one season the posters proclaiming the auction on farms
for miles around, the virtues of Pratt's Poultry Food, the
attractions at the County Fair, and the wonders of the
jungle as revealed in the Greatest Circus on Earth.
Such bridges afforded the best place to stop and rest
the horses when you were riding home on a load of hay.
They were the safest, driest and most inviting places
for swallows and squirrels to build their nests. On rainy
days they made a better place to play than even the haymow. But if you batted the baseball to the end of the
bridge you were out.-Christian Science Monitor.
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And weren't they a delight, on a moonlight night, with
your best girl by your side?
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The South Carolina State Highway Department is expecting to return to its former policy of letting the contractors purchase cement. South Carolina has, for the
past year or so, furnished cement to the contractors for
highway construction.
The responsible contractors prefer to buy their cement
direct. It is their conviction that states and municipalities will save money by the direct purchase policy.
There are many reasons why and we are glad that the
South Carolina officials are apparently convinced.

-Carolina's Branch, A. G. C. Bulletin.
Stick with your friends. Remember when the banana
quits the bunch, he always gets skinned.

Thanksgiving
At Illonheqan
UJ as Earliest

Bold Outpost Off qhe
Coast of Iflaine UJas Scene
Of Eventful Occasion
UJhich Has Become A
national Celebration

By HILDRETH G. HAWES
(Photos

by Author)

Sir John Popham was a highwayman in his youth.
"He frequently sallied forth at night from a hostel in
Southwark, with a band of desperate characters, and,
planting themselves in ambush on Shooter's Hill, or taking other positions favorable for attack and escape, they
stopped travelers and took from them not only their
money, but any valuable commodities which they carried
with them. The extraordinary and almost incredible circumstance is, that Popham is supposed to have continued
in these courses after
Massachusetts Colony
· he had been called to
ordered that December
- the bar, and when, bethirteenth of 1621 be
ing of a mature age, he
observed as a day of
was married to a reThanksgiving and respectable
woman."
joicing, and in 1684
(Lives of the Chief
Massachusetts adopted
Justices, Lord Campsuch a day as an
bell).
annual festival, its exOf his life as a j usample to be shortly
tice Lord Campbell
followed by the other
says:
New England colonies.
"The reproach urged
This month Maine
against him was exhonors Governor Bradtreme severity to prisford and the Plymouth
oners.
He was nocolony for their intorious as a 'hanging
troduction of Thanksjudge.' Not only was
'I'h e Pophmn Colony as photogrnplled [rom. an old etching
giving Day, and likehe keen to convict in
w i s e the P o p h a m
cases prosecuted by the government, but in ordinary
colonists, the men of the "Gift" and the "Mary and John,"
larcenies, and above all in highway robberies, there was
for their service of Thanksgiving on Monhegan Island.
little chance of an acquital before him. . . He left behind
And many a hardy fisherman on Monhegan's rugged
him
the greatest estate that had ever been amassed by any
shores will endure the cold November winds and think
lawyer.
Some said as much as ten thousand pounds a
of that hot August day in 1607 when Monhegan witnessed
year;
but
it is not supposed to be all honestly come by;
that first Thanksgiving.
and he is reported even to have begun to save money
Popham A Highwayman
when 'the road did him justice.'"
After the landing at Monhegan the Popham expedition,
Charge Convicts Sent to Colonists
which had been sent out under a charter granted to Sir
The character of Sir John Popham, as revealed by
John Popham, Lord Chief Justice of England, by King
many of his biographers, caused various historians to
James, sailed to the mainland and there founded the
charge that the Popham colonists themselves were nothsettlement at the mouth of the Kennebec River that still
ing more than criminals and poor debtors. It does apbears the name of its sponsor. And out of the Popham
pear
that many of the adventurers (for all explorers and
colonists' simple acts have come many historical claims
early
settlers must be adventurers) left England under a
and counter-claims, arguments and feuds-all interesting
(Continued on page 25)
reading.

WELVE miles off Pemaquid Point lies the island of
Monhegan, a bold outpost in the open sea, the scene
of many historic landfalls.
On the ninth of
August, 1607, a company of nearly one hundred men
from the ships "Mary and John" and "Gift" landed on
Monhegan and conducted a service of Thanksgiving, the
first Thanksgiving service to be held in what is now the
United States of America.
Fourteen years later Governor Bradford of the
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MAINE HIGHWAYS
BENEFIT TO THE STATE AS A WHOLE
(Continued from page 7)
Roads do not wear out! The surface ·of a good road
wears of course--so does the roof of a house, but rep lacing the house roof doesn't mean that the rest of the
house isn't good. The surface of a road is its roof. If
it wears out it must be replaced. But that doesn't mean
that the Right of Way, the grade, foundation and all the
material is any less valuable than at first.
Another fallacy:
Trucks
trucks should pay for roads.

destroy

roads, therefore,

A truck no more destroys a road, when truck and road
fit, than a baby carriage destroys a gravel walk. It is
allowing too light a road to be built for the traffic it will
bear, that destroys roads. It is lack of maintenance that
destroys roads. It is failure to enforce wide tires and
maximum load laws that destroys roads.
So we must get rid of fallacious thinking, realize that
"what used to be" is no more true today, than what is
today will fit conditions five, ten, or fifty years hence.
Highway building is not much different than any other
business. The manufacture of good roads differs, but
little in basic principles from any private manufacturing
enterprise.
Therefore, the wise expenditure of public
funds depends entirely upon whether these principles are
followed or ignored.
What constitutes a satisfactory highway and what are
the minimum particular characteristics? These may be
listed as follows: 1, Mudless; 2, Dustless; 3, Smoothness; 4, Sufficient width; 5, Cost within ability to pay.
Furthermore, surfaces with these characteristics must
be found on all parts of the system and not on a few
miles, selected either arbitrarily or for political reasons.
The State Aid or 3rd Class System of roads having
200 vehicles per day is, in my opinion, just as much entitled to consideration, in a well balanced system, as the
boulevard which carries 10,000 vehicles a day-the
difference being merely one of design.
When the legislature of 1929 enacted the last $10,000,000 bond issue, it also stipulated that, at least, a threeyear program should be made out in advance and
approved by the Governor and Council. In doing this
it was found that a four-year program would fit conditions better in matching Federal Aid. This was finally
arranged and approved and it has been of wonderful
assistance in holding to our course.
During 1931, we spent for road purposes about
$17,000,000, and it will be about the same amount in
1932.
Speaking for myself alone, I believe it is time to call
a halt and go slower. The balance of the bond issue will
probably be spent in 1933 and if we are to continue to
receive Federal Aid, how are we going to match it?
I am opposed to any more bond issues; the gas tax has
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gone by and we cannot expect any increase in the Mill
Tax.
On the other hand, it is even suggested that we may
lose the Mill Tax and the $300,000 direct appropriation.
If the legislature should so decide then the only revenue
would be the receipts from gas tax, license fees and
fines. In that event, as I see it, the reallocation for expenditures would be about as follows :-Interest
and
Bond Maturity, $1,250,000; for State Highways to meet
Federal Aid, $1,250,000; State Aid, $1,250,000, and after
meeting the requirements for Administration, Registration of Motor Vehicles, Motor Police, Snow Removal,
Gas Rebates, Bridge Maintenance and Map Survey, the
balance should be available for Road Maintenance.
Speaking of maintenance-one thing taxpayers should
get squarely in mind, is the fact that a well maintained
road costs less and lasts longer than a neglected road.
In closing allow me to state that most every one when
talking about roads is apt to take himself too
seriously, for, finally, it is the combined and condensed
opinion of all those who have given consideration and
real practical thought to the subject that really counts.
"You pay for good roads whether you have them or
not-you pay less if you have them than if you do not."
-THOS. H. MACDONALD, Chief, Bureau of Public Roads.

Our skilled workmen,
with
modern precision equipment,
produce the halftones, etchings and color plates that
~ "tell your .story in pictures, /
leaving nothing untold."

r

Over 25 years of constant
and successful effort to improve
our product
have
qualified
us to meet your
most exacting requirements:
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therefrom for the reasonable use of motor vehicles
sleighs, and sleds during such season. The commission may take similar action upon petition of the
municipal officers of any town with respect to any
other highways or town ways. All snow removal
petitions are to be received in the office of the commission on or before November first, previous to the
season's work.
Sec. 53. Towns to keep such routes clear of snow.
1927, c. 227, § 2.
1929, c. 262.
Towns through
which extend such routes or in which are located such
other highways or town ways described in section
fifty-two shall keep said highways and town ways
cleared of snow during the winter season or such part
of the year as the highway commissioner and the
municipal officers may agree upon, so that they may
be reasonably usable by motor vehicles, sleighs, and
sleds. Snow on such highways shall be removed to
the satisfaction of the commission, whose judgment
thereon shall he final.
Sec. 54. Towns authorized to raise money. 1927,
c. 227, § 3. To carry into effect the foregoing requirements, towns are authorized to raise and appropriate money therefor.
Sec. 55. Towns to be reimbursed to extent of fifty
per cent; may erect snow fences; aggrieved persons
may appeal.
1927, c. 227, § 4.
1929, c. 193, § 1;
c. 206, § 2. 1931, c. 231, § 2.
Towns which clear
said highways and town ways to the satisfaction of
said commission and when necessary use sand, gravel,
or other materials on hills and curves or other sections of road to a width of not less than seven feet
through the center of road within a reasonable length
of time after surface of the road becomes coated with
ice shall be reimbursed for the cost thereof to the
extent of fifty per cent of said cost, but not exceeding
fifty dollars per mile of the highways or town ways
designated as provided in section fifty-two.
Organized plantations and unincorporated townships, which clear winter routes upon state or state
aid highways or town ways designated in accordance
with section fifty-two hereof, to the satisfaction of the
commission, shall hear, not exceeding thirty-five dollars per mile of the cost thereof, including supervision, of such winter routes and shall be reimbursed
to this amount. Any and all amounts in excess of
said thirty-five dollars per mile, shall he borne by the
state.
The state or the town shall not he liable for accidents while the road surface is covered with snow or
ICe.

All pay-rolls for the season's snow removal are to

be received at the office of the commissioner on or before May first, following the winter in which this
work is done.
The commission, the county commissioners, or the
municipal officers of any city or town, may provide
snow guards or snow fences along any state or county
highway, or town ways, for the prevention of snow
from encumbering such highways or town ways.
Said officials likewise shall have authority also to
erect such snow guards or fences upon private property adjacent to such highways or town ways; if they
do not agree with the owner of such property with
relation to the location of such guards or fences, the
compensation to be paid such owner, or the time the
same shall be maintained, then such officials, before
erecting such snow guards or snow fences upon such
private property, shall giYe written notice of their intentions to be posted for seven days in two public
places in the city or town and in the vicinity of the
location proposed for the erection of the same. describing such location and the time intended for the
maintenance of such snow guards or fences, with such
definiteness that such location may he understood
readily.
Within five clays after a hearing thereon, such officials shall make a written return of their proceedings and findings to the registry of deeds in the county in which such location is situated, provided they
have therein decreed that such snow guards or snow
fences shall be maintained thereon permanently, or to
the clerk of such city or town in which such location
is situated, provided they ha Ye therein decreed that
such snow guards or snow fences shall be maintained
during the winter season only for which they propose
to erect the same; in said return they shall state the
amount of damages awarded such owner ancl the
same shall be paid within thirty clays after such return, by the state, city or town whose officials have
authorized the construction or erection of such guards
or fences.
In case the owner of such property is aggrieved with
the award of damages so made, or with any part of
such decrees, within twenty clay after the filing of
said return, he may take an appeal therefrom by filing
in the superior court in the county where such guard
or fence is located a petition requesting a new award
or assessment of damages. and the court. after ordering such notice as it sees fit, shall thereupon determine the amount of damages sustained hy said
owner; ancl make any other change in the decrees
deemed proper; an appeal to the superior court vacates the original award.
If said officials determine that such fences arc to
remain for the winter season only. and not permanent-
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ly, then the same shall be erected not before the
fifteenth day of November nor remain occupying such
private property later than April first next following;
particular regard shall be exercised in the location of
said fences so that the owners of private property
shall be incommoded as to view and otherwise to as
small a degree as possible.
Sec. 56. Highway commission may discontinue
snow removal.
1927? c. 227, § 5. The commission
may at any time for cause discontinue the clearance
of snow in whole or in part from any highway or
town way laid out as provided in section fifty-two.
Sec. 57. Roads in towns failing to appropriate
money therefor may be kept open by state, and expense of same be deducted from any moneys due
town from state. 1927, c. 227, § 6. 1929, c. 206, § 3.
When any town upon any of the winter routes so
designated and so supervised by the commission shall,
in the judgment of the commission, unreasonably fail
to either raise, appropriate, or pay its proportional
part of the cost of snow removal through or in said
town. or shall without cause fail to assist in keeping
open any highway or town way as designated in section fifty-two in said town. the commission shall cause
said highway or town way through or in said town to
be kept open at the expense of the state; and the commission may in case of emergency in such towns
which fail to provide equipment on a road designated
by the commission in accordance with section fiftytwo purchase or hire such equipment to rerno ve the
snow for the season; and the governor, by and with
the advice and consent of _the council, may order the
treasurer of state to withhold a sufficient amount
from any fonds clue or to become clue said town, to
cover the payment in whole or in part of said proportional expense of said snow removal through or
in said town and to apply the sums so withheld to the
cost of such snow removal; but no such order shall
issue to the treasurer that will in the opinion of the
governor and council impose an undue financial burden on any town.
Sec. 58. Funds taken from excise tax on gasoline.
1927, c. 227, § 7.
To provide for such reimbursement, the excise tax levied upon internal combustion
engine fuels under the provision of chapter twelve for
the months of December. January, February, and
March shall he taken; any unexpended balance from
the excise tax so taken for said months shall revert
and be used as now provided by law.
Sec. 59. Towns not to be reimbursed for snow removal in built-up sections.
1927 c. 227, § 8. 1929,
c. 206, § 4. The state shall not grant reimbursement
to towns for the removal of snow as provided in section fifty-two to sixty-one upon highways or town
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ways where the houses are less than two hundred feet
apart for a distance of a quarter of a mile or more.
Sec. 60. Commission to set rental price; contracts
for snow removal must be approved by commission;
reimbursement only for use of motor equipment.
1929, c. 206, § 5. The commission each season shall
make a rental price per hour for all snow removal
motor equipment which shall be approved by them as
being adequate and economical for this work. All
contracts with the towns, either by the mile or otherwise, shall be subject to the approval of the commission. Reimbursement on this work shall be made
for use of motor driven equipment only.
Sec. 6r. Ways acceptable for snow removal. 1929,
c. 206, § 5. 1931, c. 231, § 3. All improved ways acceptable for snow removal shall have a width of not
less than sixteen feet or may be extended to the width
of the metal surface if in the judgment of the commission this is required. All unimproved ways shall
have a width of the wrought portion thereof which
shall not be less than fourteen feet. This width shall
be the measurements between the edges of the two
shoulders of the road.

Pike's Peak Publicitq
Many contractors are not sold on the idea of publicity
for the construction industry.
They ask us what good it
will do. Well, we are told that there are twenty-eight
mountains in Colorado that are higher than Pike's Peak.
We can't name them. And neither can you. But we all
have heard of Pike's Peak because it has so much publicity. So business is good there on Pike's Peak, and the
twenty-eight
higher peaks just stand there and, we
imagine, complain that business is poor and wonder why
people flock to Pike's Peak.-Construction Advisor.
Headline in newspaper: "Couple Seeks Divorce Week
After Wedding."
Not every couple settles down to married life as quickly as that.
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HIGHWAY FUND~
(Continued

Contractors

from page 10)

voluntary contributions to be made by those interested in
its objects and purposes.
Membership is divided into four classes, while the
list of incorporators includes representatives of organized motorists, both private and commercial; petroleum
industries; highway materials producers; bonding companies; highway equipment vendors; highway engineers
and highway contractors. In short, this list is composed
of groups generally accepted as responsible representatives of various interests that use and build highways and
pay large sums in highway taxes.
Their immediate objectives have been expressed as
"the preservation of highway funds for highway purposes
and the protection of motorists against unfair burdens of
taxation ...
nor is it (the association) a vehicle to advance any individual's ambitions."

ROADSIDE BEAUTIFUL
(Continued from page 11)
ally good progress in our neighboring State of New
Hampshire. An interesting account of some of the plans
and accomplishments in that State appears in an article
published in the September issue of Better Roads. In
part this article states:
"A roadside development crew, employed during the
Summer months, has charge of planting and other development work. In 1931, thirty-four towns received aid
in improving the roadsides, through planting trees,
seeding slopes and dressing up traffic islands at intersections.
"Road contractors are required to leave all new
projects with acceptable roadsides, and to conserve and
protect natural growth along the right-of-way where
possible. After a new road has been accepted, the highway department seeds raw slopes and plants trees, shrubs
and vines to harmonize with the natural surroundings.
The department is also promoting the elimination of unsightly dumps, fallen-down buildings, dead trees and
other eyesores along the highways. Roadside signs can
be removed only when they fall wholly within the rightof-way limits."

55, l20 Cars Inspected

bq State Police

In September
A total of 55,120 passenger vehicles and 4,751 trucks
were inspected by the Maine Stale Highway Police during the month of September, according to the latest information announced by Captain Joseph F. Young, Jr.,
Deputy Chief.
State police, it is likewise stated, made 224 arrests in
September and investigated 108 motor vehicle accidents,
in which 97 persons were injured and six killed.

Association nods on Uniform
Lien Act

The following resolution was unanimously adopted at
the Executive Board Meeting of the Associated General
Contractors of America at Washington, D. C., on October

11, 1932:
"WHEREAS, on October 5, 1932, the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform Laws at its annual
meeting in Washington, D. C., saw fit to approve and
recommend to the several states the passage of the final
draft of the Uniform Mechanics Lien Act prepared by the
Standard State Mechanics Lien Act Committee of the
Department of Commerce, and
"WHEREAS, the principles incorporated in this proposed lien act are principles guaranteeing to the building
public, architects, general contractors, sub-contractors,
material men and workmen, that measure of protection
and requires that assumption of responsibility which Lien
Acts have hitherto lacked, and
"WHEREAS, the Associated General Contractors of
America has long fought for the adoption of those principles which are now to be presented in the form of an
act to the various state legislative bodies for passage by
those legislatures and state assemblies,
"THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the Governing Board of the Associated General Contractors of
America at its regular fall meeting in Washington, D. C.,
on October 11, that we hereby urge all branches of the
building construction industry to support the speedy
passage of the Uniform Lien Act in the various states in
order that the benefits may be quickly available from its
fair and equitable provisions and from the uniformity
which such action will give to lien laws in all states."
This Uniform Lien Act is the joint product of a committee appointed in 1925 by the Secretary of Commerce
and of the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws, and represents seven years' work on the
subject. This Act has now been finally perfected and
approved for adoption by the states and is available for
passage by state legislation during the coming sessions
in 1933.

Commission Illeets Ilouember ninth
The next meeting of the State Highway Commission
will be held at the offices on Wednesday, November 9th.
The only toll bridge in North Dakota, located near
Forbes, is dismantled each fall and replaced in the spring
after the break-up has lessened the dangers due to floating ice and debris. It is owned and operated by an
Indian, a relative of Sitting Bull.
-The Highway Magazine.

Georgia Lawyer (to colored prisoner) : "Well, Rastus,
so you want me to defend you. Have you any money?"
Rastus: "No suh, I hain't got no money, but I got a
1922 model Fo'd cah."
Lawyer: "Well, you can raise some money on that.
Now let's see--just what do they accuse you of stealing?"
Rastus: "A 1922 Fo'd cah."-Exchange.
Salesman (wiping the perspiration from his brow)"I'm afraid, madam, we've shown you all our stock of
linoleums, but we could get more from our factory."
Customer-"Well, perhaps you had better. You see,
I want something of a neater pattern and quite small.
Just a little square for my bird cage."

"I want to see the remains."
With a new sense of importance the dusky widow drew
herself erect and answered proudly, "I'm de remains."-

Mississippi Highways.
A nursemaid rushed into the presence of her mistress
and shrieked: "Oh, my goodness, ma'am, the twins have
fallen into the well. What shall we do?"
The mother lit a cigarette and calmly replied: '•Go to
the library and bring me the last number of 'Modern
Motherhood.' There's an article in it on 'How to Bring
up Children.' "-The Earth Mover.

Oh horse, you are a wondrous thing, no horn to honk,
no bells to ring, no license buying every year, with plates
to screw on front and rear.
No
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.
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miss,
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1p,
you
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ociously, "I'd like to kill dat lowgas
bills mounting every day to
down husband ob mine."
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"Why, Eliza, what's he done?"
inner tubes are all 0. K. and, thank
"Done? Why, he's gone and left
the
Lord, they stay that way. Your
de chicken house door open, and all
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plugs never miss and fuss,
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motor
never makes us cuss.
"Oh, well, that's nothing. Chick~
Your
frame
is good for many a
ens, you know, come h~me to
mile, your body never changes
roost."
style, your wants are few and easy
"Come home?" groaned Eliza.
met, you have something on the
"Come home? Pa'son, dem chick- '----~~--=------~~~~~~
auto yet.-Arkansas Highways.
ens'll go home."-The Earth Mover.

-The Tennessee Road Builder.

1

'

AL a baseball game there was a young lady with her
escort. She had never been Lo a game before.
"Isn't that pitcher grand?" she said. "He hits their
hats no matter how they hold Lhem!"-I-lighways of
Happiness.
"All this talk aboul back seat driving is the bunkwhy, I've never heard a word from behind!"
"That so? What kind of a car do you drive?"

"A hearse."-Exchange.
A colored man injured in a motor accident died, and
the insurance adjuster went to investigate.
"Did Washington P. Johnson live here?" he asked the
weeping woman who opened the door.
"Yassah," she replied between sobs.

"I wish you'd learn better table manners; you're a
regular little pig at the table."
Deep silence on Junior's part. So father, in order to
impress him more, added: "I say, Ir., do you know what
a pig is?"
"Yes, sir, (meekly) ; it's a hog's little boy."

-The Tennessee Road Builder.
"When did you first suspect your husband was not all
right mentally?"
"When he shook the hall tree and began feeling around
on the floor for apples."-Exchange.
Bankers say that women will have all the wealth in
the country by the year 2035. Well, by that time they'll
be welcome to ours.-Georgia Highways.
Page Twenty-three
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WRAITHS OF ADVENTURERS
(Continued front page 14)
in 1696 by a land force of Indians under Castine and
three French men-of-war.
From here we retrace our steps to Damariscotta and
continue on our way, route 1, toward Wiscasset. Before
crossing the bridge into Wiscasset the Boothbay Harbor
road turns off to the left. A short way down this road
stands fort Edgecomb, built in 1808, at the entrance of

grand old colonial homes in perfect state of preservation.
Route 127 takes us on our homeward journey. A short
way out of Wiscasset on the left hand side, will be seen
the round brick powder house built in 1813, and between
Dresden Mills and Randolph a tablet marks the spot
where Arnold's bateaux were built in Captain Barker's
boatyard. We cross the Kennebec from Randolph into
Gardiner and follow up the west shore through Farmingdale, Hallowell to Augusta, and the completion of our
trip.
In our minds eye we have heard the warwhoop of the
Indians, the roll of the snare drums and the marching of
many feet. This makes us realize the important part
which Maine has played in the hewing of the nation from
the wilderness.

HIGHWAY AND BRIDGE CONGRESS
(Continued from, page 12)
American Society of Municipal Engineers
Canadian Good Roads Association
International Association of Public Works Officials
Highway Research Board
National County Roads Planning Commission
National Highways Association
National Rural Letter Carriers Association
Steel Founders' Society of America, Inc.
Fort

Edgecomb,

Built

'in 1808

Wiscasset harbor. The feature of particular interest in
this fort is, that it is built octagonal in shape with two
stories and is surmounted by a lookout tower. From this
fort can be seen the Marie Antoinette house. This historic mansion, we are told, was erected by a handful of

Those whose participation was previously announced
include:
Construction League of the United States
American Road Builders' Association
Associated General Contractors of America
Truck Association Executives of America
The Asphalt Institute
Associated Equipment Distributors
National Crushed Stone Association
National Paving Brick Association
National Ready Mixed Concrete Association
National Sand and Gravel Association
Portland Cement Association
Says the Country Gentlenian: "In determining what is
a fair basis of taxation for the motor carrier, stale legislatures would do well to divorce themselves from the influence of the railroad lobbyists and to turn a deaf ear
to that feverish segment of the public which demands
that the highways be cleared of all bus and truck traffic."

The Marie Antoinette

House

at Edgecomb

her faithful adherents so that the unfortunate French
queen might find a haven in the new world.
We cross the mile long bridge into Wiscasset one of
Maine's beautiful towns. The streets are lined with

Two Scotsmen went fishing, with an understanding that
the first one to catch a fish was to buy the "soda." One
got a bite that almost broke his line, but refused Lo pull
up. The other was fishing without bait.

-New Zealand Railways Magazine.
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(Continued from page 18)
cloud-that of poverty. But there exists little evidence
to prove that the Popham expedition harbored dangerous
criminals, although historians have freely stated that its
sponsor originated the plan of sending convicts to the
colonies. "He stockt or planted Virginia out of all the
gaoles of England," (Aubrey)
Whatever may have been their character, the members of the expedition set to work under Captains George
Popham and Raleigh Gilbert, the son of Sir Humphrey
Gilbert. A letter written by Sir Ferdinando Gorges, at
the time, throws some light on the characters of the two
leaders. He calls Gilbert a man "desirous of supremacy
and rule," with "little zeal for religion; humorous, headstrong, and of small judgment and experience, otherwise
valiant enough." But Gorges speaks a bit more highly of
Captain Popham, calling him, "an honest man, but old
and of an unwieldly body, and timorously fearful to
offend, or contest with others that will or do oppose him,
but, otherwise, a descrete, careful man."
The colonists constructed a fort, a storehouse, a
church, and many dwellings, and then set to work on the
thirty-ton vessel "Virginia," destined to win renown as
the first vessel to be built by the English in America.
And the "Virginia" was launched at the mouth of the
Kennebec, the waters of which were later to feel the keels
of sea-going craft of all varieties and sizes constructed
in scores of yards from Popham and Small Point to
Augusta. But the labors of the Popham expedition went
for naught.

Colony Is Abandoned
Sir John Popham died. Captain George Popham died.
Raleigh Gilbert was obliged to return to England by the
death of his elder brother, Sir John Gilbert. And in the
Spring of 1607 the Popham colony was abandoned. So
did England's first foothold in America become lost.
Almost from the day of their sailing from England,
the last day of May, 1607, the Popham expedition had
heen beset with misfortunes of various sorts. On the
twenty-ninth of June, one day westward of the Azores,
the "Mary and John," with Captain Gilbert in command,
fell in with two Flemish vessels.
Upon Gilbert's in·
vitation, the captain of one of the strangers boarded the
"Mary and John" with some of his men. After partaking
of a "can of beer," the Flanderkin invited the English
commander and several of his companions to return the
visit. It was done. By this time Captain Popham and
the "Gift" were out of sight, and this event the Flemish
captain celebrated by tossing Captain Gilbert and his
friends into the hold, charging that they were on a
piratical cruise.
But many of the crew of the Flanderkin were English
and after observing the ill-treatment that their country·

men were receiving they objected, threatened their commander with a mutiny. After ten hours of imprisonment
Gilbert and his followers were released and allowed to
proceed upon their voyage. But they did not fall in with
the "Gift" until the seventh of August, under the lee of
Monhegan.
No other part of the history of the State of Maine has
been subject to so much heated argument as has that
dealing with the Popham expedition. As an example of
the fevered writing of Massachusetts historians regard this
bit by William Frederick Poole, written just after the
Civil War, when he was librarian of the Boston
Athenaeum:
The Territory

«Saved»

"The true historic glory of the noble State of Maine
seems to have been lost sight of, in the antiquarian researches of her zealous sons,-which
is, that the State
sprang from the loins of Massachusetts. To this fact, the
State today is indebted for every one of those distinctive
elements of general intelligence, enterprise and thrift that
make her what she is,-a New England State, instead of a
feudal Virginia or a South Carolina. The Massachusetts
Puritans came in early, and took possession of the land,
under a technical construction they gave to their own
charter, organized municipalities, set up their churches
and schools, and put down with a strong hand all op·
position to their authority.
The historian of New
Hampshire has given a faithful picture of the social con·
dition of the Gorges' plantation on the Agamenticus
(York) River, when the Puritans commenced their missionary operations.
"'The people were without order or morals . . . No
provision was made for public institutions, schools were
unknown, and they had no ministers, till, in pity of their
deplorable state, two went hither from Boston on a voluntary mission.
Belknap's American Biography, i. p.
387-8. See also Hutchinson's Collections, p. 424.
"The appearance of the Puritans among them did not
to the Gorges men seem joyous, but grievous; nevertheless afterward it yielded the peaceable fruit of civilization
and godliness unto them were exercused thereby.
The territory was thus saved from the ethics of Popham,
the prelacy of Laud and the Stuarts, and the barbarism
of a colony of outlaws."
So did the Massachusetts historians of 1866 honor the
history of the State of Maine.
"No man needs sympathy because he has to work,
because he has a burden to carry. Far and away the
best prize that life offers is the chance to work hard at
work worth doing."-Theodore Roosevelt.
Fast drivers may be dangerous-but so's the driver
who just creeps along, with one hand on the wheel and
both eyes glued on what the other arm is around.

•
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ICE AGE GAVE MAINE
(Continued from page 15)

elevation is 5,300 feet. Glaciers in flowing over the land
fill preexisting valleys and low-lying areas, the major
portion is pushed on to the locations where melting is in
progress and is there deposited.
This general procedure is altered only by the condition
that melting takes place upon the top surface of the drift
sheet and the released waters there form streams which
channel its surface or by disappearing in crevasses and
seams create water courses beneath the ice. These streams
gather in their progress such detrital material as may
exist within the glacial mass.
The mechanical activities of the rivers and streams of
the Ice Age were identical with those of our day; they
rolled along upon their beds the rock fragments, large
and small, that came in their courses and by attrition
rounded and smoothed their surfaces; they removed by
erosion obstructions to their free flow and with the
changes of the seasons, temperature and precipitation had
their periods of low flow and freshet. Like the streams
of today they deposited their burdens of detrital material
(boulders, gravel, sand and clay) whenever and wherever
their flow stage was inadequate to transport them, and,
then as now, they sorted these materials and carried forward the fine grained sands and clays to deposit them in
still or gently fl.owing waters of lakes or in areas wherein
their own beds were wide, flat and nearly level.
Careful study of these deposits has made it possible for
geologists and glaciologists to determine not only the
locations and lengths of the glacial rivers and streams,
but also to interpret many other interrelated facts of
interglacial and post-glacial time. Incidentally the discovery this year of a human skeleton buried at a depth
of forty feet in an extinct glacial lake deposit of varied
clay is adequate evidence that human life was coexistent
with the Ice Age.

Origin of the «Plains Lands»
Howbeit, we are here specially concerned with the
origin of the "Plains land" areas of Freeport, Naples,
Turner, Standish-Baldwin and many other similar areas,
and lest it be overlooked, will direct attention to the fact
already mentioned that these areas are only the deposits
of fine grained sands laid down by the flowing waters
of the Ice Age. Probably the Standish-Baldwin and the
Debeois plains are the largest in Maine since each covers
more than the area of a township, and if denuded of
vegetation would readily develop dunes and other formations typical of shifting wind blown sands. Incidentally,
there are in Maine many instances wherein sand dunes
have become covered with vegetable growth-a condition
resulting primarily from natural developments of protection against winds to shift their sands.

The interglacial drainage system of Maine followed in
many instances a different direction and location from
that involved in the now existing system. The Kennebec
river occupied substantially its present location in the
glacial period and probably also in the preceding
Tertiary Period. This river is probably the oldest in the
State. This assumption is borne out by the slope and
other characteristics of its banks which are distinctive! y
those of an old river. The Androscoggin is a new river,
it having developed its present course almost entirely
within post-glacial time. The Saco has relocated westerly
from its Ice Age location in its upper reaches and
easterly therefrom in the lower twenty-five miles or more
of its course. Nearly all other rivers in the State now
occupy courses traversing diagonally the alignments of
the interglacial rivers. The course of the latter were in
general approximately S. 20° E. conforming to the direction of flow of the ice sheet. Their courses frequent! y
disregarded the natural drainage, a condition that may be
assumed as evidence that "these rivers were contained
within ice walls.". . . . .

Highway Materials From Ice Age
This discussion would be incomplete were we to fail
to specially direct attention to two important facts-the
first obvious, the second less likely to be recognized:
( 1) The abundant quantities of sand and gravel used so
extensively in highway construction and maintenance are
almost entirely of Ice Age origin; the major portion of
that available in the sand and gravel bars of river and
stream beds was eroded in comparative! y recent years
from the glacial deposits. (2) A large portion of the
lakes scattered throughout the entire State and enriching
it with natural beauty unsurpassed by any sister State are
of Ice Age origin.
In closing we might note that only in Scandinavia is
there evidence of glacial rivers of greater lengths than
those of this State which in several cases exceeded one
hundred miles and had a total or aggregate length of
more than two thousand miles. We may assert without
possible question that the Ice Age produced wonderful
results and was indeed kind to Maine.
The intoxicated gentleman was vainly endeavoring to
open the front door with his latchkey. After the eighth
attempt a passerby happened to notice his difficulty.
"Excuse me, sir," he said. "Perhaps I can assist you?"
"Shertainly not," replied the reveler, "'sout of the
question." And he continued his unsuccessful attack on
the keyhole.
"Look here," said the other a moment later, "I will
knock for you."
"Most deshidedly not," protested the intoxicated one.
"Lettum wait."-Exchange.
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LOOK before
SHO Tl
The first duty of a hunter is to observe the
rules of caution in handling a gun, and to fail
in this is criminal negligence of the most
inexcusable sort. The hunter who endangers
lives is not a sportsman, but a public
nuisance, and can throw the entire sport into
disrepute.

REMEMBER that a moment of second
thought when hunting may save you a lifetime of regrets.
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